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1 Introduction: sedimentationvelocity and
sedimentationequilibrium
There has been a general misconception amongst biochemists that the analytical
ultracentrifuge does not provide an absolute means of molecular mass determination and hence of the characterization of interaction phenomena. This has
arisen from a lack of awareness about the difference between the two types of
experiment that can be performed in the analytical ultracentrifuge.
(a)Sedimentation
vdocity: an experiment performed at sufficiendy high
speed for the centrifugation of solute away from the centre of rotation to be
monitored as the mte of movement of a sedimenting boundary. For a given
rotor speed,solvent viscosity and solvent density the rate of migration depends
upon the overall size and shape of the macromolecule or macromoleculeligand complex.
(b) Sedimentation
an experiment performed at a lower speed
equilibrium:
so that the sedimentation and backdiffirsion forces are of comparable magnitudes and therefore give rise to an equilibrium distribution of solute concentration. Becausethere is no net transport at equilibrium, shape effects do
not come into play and the distribution becomes an absolute function of
molecular mass for a single solute. For an interacting system the distribution
is an absolute reflection of the mass action relationship between the species
participating in the chemical equilibrium reaction (concentrations as well as
molecular massesof the participating species).
The criticism that analytical ultracentrifugation does not provide an absolute
determination of molecular mass thus only applies to sedimentation velocity,
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which can nevertheless be used to great effect in the identification and characterization of solute-ligand interactions. In such studies one needs to allow for
the effects of shape on the sedimentation coefficients of putative solute-ligand
complexes-allowances that become less equivocal for the interaction of a
protein with a small ligand (M < 500). Indeed, sedimentation velocity studies
have been crucial to detection of the conformational changes associatedwith
the allosteric regulation of aspartate transcarbamylase(1) and pFuvate kinase
(2). On the grounds that biochemists tend to be more familiar with the technique of sedimentation velocity, this variant of analytical ultracentrifugation
for the study of acceptor-ligand systems is addressedin the current chapter: the
following chapter considers the application of sedimentation equilibrium for
the same purpose. Although treated separately, a combination of the two types
of ultracentrifuge measurement can often provide an even greater inroad into
the understanding of interactions between macromolecular acceptors and a
wide range of ligand types.

2 Basicprinciplesof sedimentation
velocity
Before the user embarks on the analysis of interacting systems-which can pre
sent a number of difficulties-he/she needs to have a grasp for the basic principles of sedimentation velocitSr we start by outlining the original (and still used)
procedure for determining the sedimentation coefficient of a non-interacting
solute, which for the purposes of illustration is taken to be a homogeneous
protein.

2.1 Measurementof a sedimentationcoefficient
A solution of protein is placed in a specially designed cell in which the sectorshape of the channels in the centrepiece (Figure1) allows unimpeded migration
of protein molecules in a radially outward direction in response to the applied
centrifugal field. One sector is filled with protein solution and the other with
buffer to provide a reference cell for the absorption and Rayleigh optical
systems. At the cofirmencement of a sedimentation velocity experiment the
concentration of solute is uniform throughout the cell, but zubjection of the
solution coiumn to a high centrifugal fleld (typically 50 000-60 000 r.p.m. for a
protein with a molecular mass of 10-100 kDa) leads to progtessive removal of
solute from the inner region of the cell (Figure2). Migration of the moving
boundary of solute is recorded optically, and the sedimentation coefficient, sa,
then determined from its definition (rate of migration per unit field), namely:
s6 : (drpldt)(o'4 : (d ln rnldt/o'

l1l

where rn denotes the radial position of the protein boundary after centrifugation for time t at angular velocity ro, which is expressed in radians per second
(1 revolution : 2n radians, and r,r : r.p.m. x 21160l.The linear dependence of
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(a)

(b)
{c}
Figurc1 Centrepieces
commonly
usedin an ultracentrifuge
courtesy
of
cell(Photograph
Beckman
Instruments,
PaloAlto,USA).(a)Standard12 mmopticalpathlengthdoublesector.
Usedin XL-A,
XLJ,andModelE ultracentrifuges.
A rangeof centrepiece
materials
areavailable:
usersshouldcheckthe inertness
of the solventin theirsolutions.Onesectorusedfor solution,
pair. These
the otherfor reference
solvent.(b)Sixchannel(12 mm).Threesolution/soh€nt
aregenerally
usedonlyfor sedimentation
equilbrium
measurements
because(i)the shorter
(ii) a speedlimitationof - 40000 r.p.m.(c)Single
solutioncolumnlengthrequirements;
channel(12 mm).Forthe ModelE ultracentrifuge
only,andnot suitablefor sedimentation
equilibrium
experiments.
Usersshouldfamiliarize
themselves
between
withthe difference
'opticalpathlength'and 'solutioncolumnlength'.Standardcellcentrepieces
are12 mm
opticalpathlengthfor the XLcentrifuges.
Shorterpathlengthsare availableto attenuateoptical
signals(e.9.lowerthe UVabsorbance).
Long(3Omm)pathlengthcellsfor amplification
of
opticalsignalscanbe usedin ModelE but not in XLultracentrifuges.
Solutioncolumnlengths
aretypically10 mmfor sedimentation
velocity(conesponding
to - 0.4 ml in a 12 mm path
lengthcell)and- 3 mmfor sedimentation
(corresponding
equilibrium
to - 0.1 ml).

ln rn upon t thus has a slope of o\. The sedimentation coefficient has units of
time, which are usually reported in Svedbergunits S (1 S : 10-13sec).
For a spherical solute with molecular mass Ma and a radius o the value of the
sedimentation coefficient measured at temperature T in buffer b, (sj1,6, is
related to molecular parameters by the expression:
(seh.u: M1(1 -vap1,6)/(N6rrq1.pc)
l2l
where N is Avogadro's number and v6 is the partial specific volume of the pre
tein (effectively the reciprocal of the solute density): the other two parameters
refer to the density (pr.u)and viscosity (rrr.r) of the buffer medium in which the
solute is migrating. For a non-spherical solute the same expression is used
except that o now refers to the radius ofthe equivalent hydrodynamic spherethe source of the dependence of sedimentation coefficient upon shape of the
solute. To take into account the dependence of (s6[.6upon solvent parameters,
sedimentation coefficients are corrected to values for migration in a solvent
with the density and viscosity of water. From EEntion 2 the corrected value,
(sJro.r,is therefore:
- iapzo.-ll1 - vasr.r)]
(sJzo.*: (sah,u("tr.uhro,.)[(1
I3l
where 12o..rnd p20,w
are the viscosity and density respecfively of water at2O"C.
Becauseits derivation is based on the premise of unhindered migration,
Equation2 refers to the sedimentation coefhcient of solute in infinitely dilute
solution, (sao)ro.*-aparameter that needs to be obtained from the dependence

:i
I
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Figure 2 Planview of a double sector centrifugecell duringa sedimentationvelocity
experimentand conespondingUV absorptionoptical record.The sample solution is placedin
one sector and a sample of the solvent in the referencesector. The referencesector is
usually filled slightly more than the sample sector, so that the referencemeniscus does not
obscurethe sample profile.For simplicitythe boundaryin the schematic cell is shown as
infinitelysharp: becauseof diffusion effects this will not be the case, as reflected in the
scan. Fromref. 8O, and reproducedcourtesy of BeckmanInstruments.(NB. For
sedimentationequilibriumexperiments(Chapter5), the referencechannel should contain
solvent that has been in dialysis eguilibriumwith the sample solution.)
of (sj2e,- upon the weight-concentration

of solute, ca. For proteins

this depend-

ence is of the form:

(s^)ro.-: (sf)zo.*(1 - kcJ

l4l

where the Gral€n coefficient ( is in the vicinity of 0.007 m{g. For nucleic acids
and polysaccharides the concentration dependence is expressed more appropriately in the form:
(sdro,*: (sf)zo.*/(1 + (ca + ...)

I5l

2.2 Measurement
of molecularmassby sedimentation
velocity
Unequivocal deterrnination of Ma from sedimentation velocity experiments
requires replacement of the (5rq15c) tenn in Eryntion 2 by an independent
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measure of the frictional coefficient, /6 : 6rr6.6a: the diffitsion coefficient,
(Da[.6. provides such a means. Combination of the description of the diffirsion
coefficient in molecular terms:
(Deh.u: RT/(N/j:

RT/(6nq,6a)

t6l

where R is the universal gas constant, with Equation? gives rise to the Svedberg
equation,
MA : RT6^h.b/[@ah.u(t-vapr,u)]
I7l
The diffirsion coefficient can be measured independently in a separate experiment but advantage is frequently taken of the lamm equation for centrifugal
migration:
(dca/dt): -d[sao'rcA - D1(dc/dr)]/dr
[8]
to obtain estimates of the diffirsion coefficient from the extent of boundary
spreading in a sedimentation velocity experiment. Any such value is, of course,
an apparent diffirsion coefficient becauseits elucidation is basedon the premise
that diffirsion is the sole cause of boundary spreading, i.e. on the premise that
the solute is homogeneous.
The lack of an analytical solution to this differential equation prompted the
use of approximate solutions, the most notable ofwhich is that obtained by Fujita
(3) for the situation in which savaries linearly with solute concentration but Da is
constant (4-7). Currently, however, the requirement of an analytical solution to
procedure
Equotion8 is being obviated by employing numerical integntion-a
dependence
which has the potential to allow the incorporation ofconcentration
of the diffirsion coefficient aswell as the sedimentation coefficient (8-14).

. r Opticalsystem

. ,,
,.

,

,,.-rt,FQtein
rBuffer

Method
i

Coneentr4tion rgqgir.eingnts of the protein. Thi: depends on tlre interaction being
investigated- lf it is a self-association and interaction strengths are being Probed,
the :initial cell-loading concentrations chosen should be such that tfiere are
measurable amounts of reactants and products present

2

Opticrrl'gntem: *iis depends on the concentration ralge and the protein. For absorp
tion optics a minimum cell'loading concentration equivalent to O.1absorbance units
is required. An absorbance of 1.4 is the likely upper limit for strict adherence With
the Iambert-Beer proportionality between absorbance and concentration-a limit
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that is more critical in sedimentation equilibrium than in sedimentation velocity
studies. For solutions with absorbance values greater than 3 shorter path length cells
need to be employed (the minimum is about 3 mm). Although tfie absorbancecan be
decreased by a change to a less sensitive wavelength, the preferred alternative is a
switch to interference or schlieren optics. Conventional cells (pathlength 12 mm) are
usable down to about 0.1 mg/rnl and up to 5 mgfml if shorter cells are used. Above
5 mg/ml, schlieren optics are the only real option: consult an advanced user.
3

Choose the appropriate bufferfsolvent. If possible, work with an aqueous solvent of
sufficiently high ionic strength (> 0.05 M) to provide adequate suppression of nonideality phenomena deriving from macromolecular charge effects. If denaturingl
dissociating solvents are used, appropriate centrepiecesneed to be used (e.g.ofthe
Kel-F type from Beckrnan instmments).

4

Load the sample into the cell. Double sector cells are used with the protein solution
or protein-ligand solution (0.2-O.4ml) in one sector and the reference buffer or solvent in tlre other. The latter is filled to a slightly higher level to avoid complications
caused by the signal coming from t}te solvent meniscust the scanning system subtracts the absorbance of the reference buffer from that of the sample. Electronic
multiplexing allows multiple hole rotors to be used, so that several samples can be
run at a time (seetext above).

5

Choose the appropriate temperature. The modern XL ultracentrifuges can measure
comfortably between 4'C and 40 "C. For higher tempentures one of the authors
(S. E. H.) has a specially adapted Model E ultracentrifuge which will meazure up to
85'C.

5

Choose the appropriate rotor speed. For a small globular protein of sedimentation
. coefficient - 2 Svedbergs(S,where 15 : 10-13sec),a rotor speed of S0fi)O r.p.m. gives
rise to a measurable set of optical records after some hours. For larger protein systems
(e.g.12Sseedproteins, 30Sribosomes)speedsbelow 30 000 r.p.m. can be employed.

7

Measure the sedimentation coefficient, s of the sedimenting component(s) (denoted
sa for the protein 'acceptor'). The sedimenting coefficient is defined by the rate of
movement of the (protein) boundary (radial position rn) per unit centrifugal fleld
(Eryl@ 1). Commercial software is available for identi$ing the cenue of the sedimenting boundary (strictly the '2nd moment' of the boundary is more appropriate;
practically there is no real difference). Personal choices vary, but the following
options are available.
(a) Simpbboundary analys*: Plot out the boundaries from the c(r) vs r"plots from the
absorbance or interference optical records (recorded at appropriate :me intervals) using a high resolution printer or plotter and graphically draw a line
through the user-identified boundary cenbes. Then use a graphics digtizing
tablet to recaptue the central boundary positions as a function of radial
position. Routines such as frA-PL?T (15) work out dr.Jdt and hence s, and also a
correction ofthe loading concentration for average radial dilution duting the
run (caused by the sector shape of the cell channels).

.
:
,
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.,.:i ',(b) ,\t4lysis of tneentire concnfiration distrbr*ion {c(r) vs r} and its changewith nme, .- .The orrline capflue of data from the centrifuge into the computer now makes this
I r :qrpg of analysis feasible. There are several routines currently available: popular
'
(15) based on the Lamm (17) equation andDAT @ the more
. , ones include SVEDBERG
recatvatiqn,'DCDT+) (1S)based on Rinde's concept of a sedimentation concentration
distributisrl For monodisperse systems, besides providing an accurate measure ofs,
, I these mutines provide also an estimate for the translational diffirsion coefficient,
1, Da. For polydisperse systems, a weightedaverage sedimentation coefficient is re'
, turned'for each boundary or component resolved. With DCDT a genuine distribution- of sedimentation coefficient gfs) is not returned directly, (i) because of the
'effective' distribution, g1(s).However, extracomplication of diffi.rsion: rather it is an
,, polation to infinite time using a procedure developed by Van Holde and Weichet (9)
provides a way
and incorporated by B. Demeler into the algorithm UITRASC,AN
's' itself is an apparent sedimentation coefficient,
around this problem; (ii) The
's*'-so the true notation is
affected by non-ideality {sometimes this is denoted by
'apparent'
sedimentation coefficients',
gl(s*), i.e 'an 'apparent' distribution of
although most workers quote it as either gl(s) or g(s*).)
For each protein concentration used, correct s6to standard conditions using Equotion3
(and a similar equation forDn if measured byEquation 6): (Diro.* : Da(dnzo.*)lz*F\
where T is the temperature at which Dn was measured. InEqntion 3 knowledge of
: ' in, a parameter known as the partial specific volume (essentially the reciprocal of
., the anhydrous macromolecular density), is needed. This parameter can usually be
: obtained for proteins from amino acid composition data; for most proteins va is in
(20) perform this operation,
the range O.734J4m{g. Programmes zuctr as SEDNTERP
, I '..and fron prwitled amino acid (and carbohydrate) composition data estimates ia, as
: well as ezs and the 'hydration' 6 (seeSection 4). For glycoproteins the carbohydrate
,., composition'also has to be considered (ve * 0.6 mVg for carbohydrate); and a
, , sitlrilaf situation pertairu to proteins containing prosthetic groups, which also
'
,: aff-ectthe magpitude of ia- Where there is doubt, the partial specific volume should
,,,,, .be measured experimentally by precision densimetry (21).
8

9

For a reversible interaction ofthe type:
protein + ligand <--+(protein-ligand)

lel

'the concentration of protein (and ligand) affects the position of the equilibrium, and
, hence sep4rate experiments with different loading concentrations are necessaryto
take into accountthe effect ofconcentrationupon the sedimentationcoefficient.This
'is
discussed in detail later in this chapter. A complication is non-ideality (deriving
om the exclusion volume and charge of tlre macromolecule and/or complex), which is
'Gral6n' parameter, lq,
also considered later. The non-ideality is incorporated into the
which is related to s2s., and c for dilute solutions of a non-interacring system by
Eryationsa and 5: this also applies to protein-ligand interacting systems where there
is no change in the exent of ligand binding over the concentration range considered.
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3 Generalexperimentalaspects
Historically, many biochemists have shirked away from ultracentrifuge measure
ments because of the impression that analytical ultracentrifuges were large
bulky instruments which were difficult to opemte (correctly) and which yielded
photographic records which were tedious to interpret. Such impressions have
now changed with the appe;uance since 1990 of instmments about half of the
size of the old traditional ones and with automatic or semi-automatic data cap
ture of the optical records produced via photomultipters or diode-array camera
into a computer. Nonetheless, even with the new generation instruments, for
measurements other than simple molecular weight or sedimentation coefficient
determination, the general user is still advised to consult the design and interpretation of his/her data with an advanced user since there are many pitfalls
awaiting the unwary. Additionally it is worth stressing that there are certain
applications where conzultation with the adrranceduser is mandatory. Examples
include me;Isurements at high solute concentration that require schlieren (i.e.
refractive index gradient optics) or those measurements at low concentration
requiring a long optical path length cell. Both types of measurement can only
be performed on older instmments still in active use: these remaining few have
generally themselves been upgraded with automatic data capture systems.
It is worth stressing that ultracentrifuges generally allow nnitiplering: that is
the analysis of two or more solutions almost(i.e. after allowance for the finite
time for each scan) simultaneously. This is made possible by multi-hole rotors
(four or eight hole with the Beckman XL-A and XL-I instruments, allowing three
or seven ultracentrifuge cells respectively-the remaining hole being taken up
by the reference counterbalance cell). In addition, special multichannel cells are
available which permit more than one solution to be analysed, but these have a
rotation speed limit of approximately 40O00 r.p.m. and give data of lower
under identical
accuracy. hll odvontngeshotildbe taken of this opporatnityfor analysrs,
the
apyropriate
protcin-ligand
systems
cwnpared
agahlst
er"perimentalcsnditions,of
controls.

velocityand
3.1 Opticalsystemsfor sedimentation
sedimentation
equilibrium
There are three types of optical detection of centrifuge records (22,231.
(a) Wpisible
absorbance optics. The aromatic amino acids tryptoPhan (Trp)
and tyrosine [fyr) both absorb radiation strongly in the near W with a
maximum at a wavelength of 278 nm. The exrinction coefficient, er, at wave
lengtl tr will depend on the proportion of Trp and Tyr in the amino acid
composition: serine will also add slightly to the extinction at 278 nm, and
phenylalanine will give a protein some absorbance at 256 nm. The far-W
(190-230 nm) can also be used (where the peptide bond absorbs)solvngasthe
solvntbuffr doesnot alsoobsorbappreciably.Detection of the concentration c(r)
in terms of absorbance A*(r) of light of wavelength I (cm) at a radial position
82
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r (cm) in a centrifuge cell of optical path length I (cm) is based on tlte
Iambert-Beer law:
c(r) : A1(r)/e/

[10]

The two techniques of sedimentation velocity and sedimentation equilibrium
have different restrictions with regard to maximum absorbance (considered
below).
(b)Rayleigh interference
(refractive index) optics. All macromolecular
solutions have a refractive index, n, grcater than that of water (no),i.e. they
have a positive refraction incremeut, flc: lt - no,to an extent which depends
on the concentration, c (glml) of the macromolecule and the nature of the
macromolecule itself,, as manifested by the specific refractive increment,
dnidc (mryg).dn/dc is a parameter in some ways analogous to the extinction
coefficient, although unlike e27sit is not heavily dependent on aromatic
amino acid content. For proteins dnldc : 0.19 m{g, for carbohydrates it is
approximately 0.15 mfg. It can be measured accurately by refractometry
(the accuracy being limited by the accuracy in concentration measurement)
or by use of extensive tabulations (2a). For a given radial position r in the
ultracentrifuge cell c(r) : n/rll(dnldcl. nlr) is registered by interference optics
with monochromatic (normally laser) light in terms of absolute fringe
numbers l(rl : ntrfllx: we thus end up witfi an equation for interference
optics analogous to the lambert-Beer expression, namely:
c(r): l(rlxll(dtrldcfl

[111

In practice what is actually measured is the absolute fringe numberJ(r) relative to the absolute fringe number at the meniscusJ(r"). This relative fringe
number, termed j(r), equalsJft) - J(rJ. To obtainJfl therefore, an estimate of
J(rJ is required. For sedimentation velocity this is normally trivial because
Ir) : 0 after the boundary leaves the meniscus; but for sedimentation
equilibrium it is generally not (a matter for the following chapter).
(c) Schlieren optics. This optical system records the refractive index (refraction increment) gadient as a function of radial position r:

dc(rlldr: {r(dnldd}.dn,(r}ldr

I12l

The choice of optical system depends on whether or not the protein has suf,
ficient absorbing chromophore, the concentration range selected, and the type
of experiment (sedimentation velocity or sedimentation equilibrium).

3.2 Sedimentation
velocityopticalrecords
Frgwe 3 shows the type of optical record for monodispersed non-interacting
systems from the three types of optical system. The simplest record to visualize
and interpret is the Wftisible absorption system (Figttre3o)which gives a direct
record of concentration c(r) as a function of radial position r, with the concentration expressedin absorbance units, A1(r), and within the constraints of
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FlgUre3 Opticalrecordsfor sedimentation
(c) schlieren.Theopticalrecordin
(b) Rayleigh
interference.
(scanned).
1a;UVabsorption
(b) and(c) are reprintedfiom
Instruments.
(a) is reprintedfromref.80, courtesyof Beckman
Press.
ref. 22, courtesyof Academic
thelambert-Beerlaw{A1(r)o.c(r)}.Intheinterferencesystem(Figure3b)each
fringe is a record of concentration c{r) relative to the meniscus, expressed as
relative fringe number displacement j(r). The multiple fringes are effectively
averaged by a Fourier transform (done automatically by the software coming
with the Beckman Xt{) to produce an accurate record of the radial dependence
of j(r). on the other hand the schlieren optical record (Figure 3c\ is a plot of
refractive index gradient, dnJr)/dr, versus radial distance r. Since n.(r) is proPortional to c(r), a concentration gradient is accurately produced. It is possible by
integration to produce a plot of c(r) versus r, although for many applications'
particularly those involving liganded systems, it is an advantage to have a direct
record of the concentration gradient distribution.

3.3 Datacapture
There are several options available, as explained inkotocol l' Visual inspection
of tlre c(r) vs r records (absorption/ interference optics) ot dc(r)ldr (schlieren
optics) vs r can give a rapid idea of the heterogeneity of the system (Figure4o,bl
from the number and shape of the boundaries. However, t]re components need
to have quite different sedimentation coefficients; and casual inspection cannot
distinguish between a non-interacting mixture of species (a heterogeneous
(a
system) and a mixture of species undergoing chemical reequilibration
by
transforming
enhanced
can
be
analysis
Such
chemically interacting system).
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the c(r) vs r plots via the DCDT routine (1S) into a plot of the aPparent distribution of sedimentation coefficient, gl(s) versus s (see Protocol1) which takes on
the appearance of a schlieren diagram (hgtre 4c) even though the functions
describing them are different. The plot ofgl(s) vs s can also be produced from
schlieren records (25).
By model-fitting Gaussian distributions to either the dc(r)/dr vs r or gl(s) vs s
diagrams using standard computer packages such as PRO-FI (26)' the user can:
(a) Resolve sedimenting components present.
(b) Provide an accurate estimate for the sedimentation coefficient(s) s.
(c) Estimate the amount of each comPonent present.
An important requirement is a minimum number of scans:the helpfiles accompanying the above computer routines should help

3.4 Twocomplications
There is a complication known as the Johnston-Ogston etrect (27) that arises in
the analysis of simple mixtures. Becauseof the inverse dependence of sedimentation coefficient upon solute concentration, the boundary of slower solute is
migrating faster than slow solute in the mixrure. This leads to a pile'up of
slower solute in the region immediately behind the faster-migrating boundary'
and hence to overestimation of the proportion of slower-migrating solute: the
proportion of faster-migrating solute is correspondingly underestimatedAnother complication is that for a rapid self-associationor interaction between
solutes of sirnilar size, only a single symmetric boundary may be evident the
sedimentation coefficient obtained in this case is a weighted aYerage of the
reactants and product.

diagrams
3.5 Co-sedimentation
A useful way of assaying for interactions (other than self-associations)is possible
if the reacting species exhibit optical absorption at different regions of the
Wivisible spectmm. Optical records of solute distribution are taken at wavelengths where successively one of the reacting species is visible but the otheds)
is/are transparent, after which these records are compared with controls of the
reactants by themselves at the same concentration (absorbance).This method is
particularly useful for monitoring the interaction of a small ligand with a pro'
tein. Figure5o illustrates the situation where interaction of the ligand (cofactor
812) with acceptor (methylmalonyl mutase) is stoichiometric (i.e. complete)'
whereas Figne 5b presents a situation involving reversible equilibrium between
ligand (methyl orange)and acceptor (bovine serum albumin).

of the sedimentation
3.6 Concentration
dependence
coefficient
For reversible interactions involving protein the concentration of prctein and
ligand is important. In order to probe the reversible interaction in terms of
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Flgure 4 Opticalrecordsfor mixed solute systems. (a) ScanningUV absorptionopucal
recordsof the Genes protein with aggregate.O.7 mg/ml, monochromatorwavelength278
nm; scan interval8 min; rotor speed 4OOOOrevlmin; temperature20.0 "C; measuredqo." :
(35.3 + 1.4)S (faster boundary)and (2.6 + O.1)S(slowerboundary).(Fromref. 81.) (b)
Scanningschlierenopilcal recordsfor rat lgE solution with a low molecularweight impuriu.
4.52 m*/ml, monochromatorwavelength546 nm; scan interval8 min; rotor speed 4O0OO
revlmin; temperature2O.O"C;measuredeo,, : (7.53 a 0.15) S (lgE)and (3.8 t O.1)S
(slowerimpurity).(Davis,K. G., Burton,D. R., and Harding,S. E., unpublisheddata.) (c) g*(s)
vs s (Svedbergs)plots for a trpmutant GroELchaperoninsystem. Upperprofilethe direct
tansform from the Rayleighinterference optical record. Lower three profiles from a three
componentGaussianfrt to these data. Peak maxima,areas respectivelyare: 1$ peak (18.35,
0.352 units);2d peak(24.45,0.503 units);3d peak (34.55,0.229 units).O.7 mg/ml,
numberof scans 18; rotor speed 4OOO0rev/min; temperature20.0 "C. Relailvepeak areas
do not changewith differing loadingconcentration,implyingthe three observedcomponents
are NOTin reversibleinteractionequilibrium.(Wahers,C., Clarke,4., and Harding,S. E.
unpublisheddata.)

stoichiometry and strength it is necessary to make measurements over a range
of different loading concentrations, since the position of the equilibrium will
depend on the concentration of protein (and ligand): higher concentrations will
favour the equilibrium towards the right-hand side of Equation9.

(b)

I

32 min

48 min

72min

Figure 5 Cosedimentationdiagrams.(a) Absorbancescan for methylmalonylmutase (O,7
mglml) and its cofactor (offset toward the top) scanned within 2 min of each other. The
centre of the sedimentingboundaryis virtuallythe same for both, and there is no significant
residual absorbanceleft behind the boundary,suggestingthat under the solvent conditions
used (5O mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 + SmM EDTA)the cofactor ligand is bound to the protein.
Fromref. 82. Monochromator: 295 nm (bottom), 608 nm (top), rotor speed 44OO0 r.p.m.
and 20 "C. (b) Absorbancescan for the ligand constituent obtained in a sedimentation
velocityexperimentafter centrifuginga mixture of methyl orange(490 pM) and bovineserum
albumin(30 rrM) for 32 min at 5978O r.p.m.and 4oC. Data are taken from ref. 41.
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The appropriate concentration range for study depends on the strength of
the interaction, which is either described by the molar associationconstant K or
by the corresponding dissociation constant Ka.For a simple 1:1 stoichiometry,
i.e. of the type A * B <-+ AB, the association constant K4sis related to the molar
concentrations C1ofparticipating speciesby the expression:
KAB: CAEf(CACB)

[13]

where K6s has units of reciprocal molarity (M-1). For reactions with higher
stoichiometrry, e.g.A * 28 <--+AB2, the stoichiornetric association constant for
complex formation from reactants needs to be written as:
Kpr:

CasrllCaCs'l

l74l

where the units of K6s2are M-2. Dissociation constants are just the reciprocals of
these association equilibrium constants. For 1:1 stoichiometries K6 values below
1 pM tend to be classified as strong interactions, whereas those with K6 > 50 pM
are often desiglated as weak interactions.
A complication encountered in the analysis of sedimentation velocity
pattems is the non-ideality that derives from the exclusion volume and charge
properties of the macromolecule and/or complex. This non-ideality, which is
incorporated into the 'Gral€n' parameter (, is described at low concentration
by Eryation 4 for non-interacting globular pnrteins systems andby Equation5 for
asymmetric solutes. For higher concentrations additional coefficients can be
used in the expansion, as indicated rn Eqntians 4 and 5. Altematively, the
concentration dependence may still be written in the form:
So2o,*=sr6,l1 -gc)
in which g now becomes the following

C(c): tlq

-

function

[1s]

of c (28):

[(cv,)'(20p t)]/Spt]/{k"c 2ctt,+ t}

[161

and where v. is the swollen specific volume (approx. 1 m{g for globular proteins),
0n a parameter known as the maximum packing fraction by volume, and \
continues to be the limiting Graldn coefficient (in the absence of associative/
dissociative phenomena).
The extraction of Kag(or Kj, by means of the SA-PLOTroutine is considered
for the ideal and non-ideal casesin Section 5.2.

3.7 Sedimentation
coefficientratios
Another useful criterion for the extent of an interaction involving proteins with
other biomolecular species is the ratio of the sedimentation coefficients of the
produa($ to the reactant(s). This is particularly useful for the analysis of interactions where large ireversible complexes are forrred (29). Provided that
assumptions are made about the conforrration(s) of reactant(s) and product(s),
an estimate for the size/stoichiometry of the complex can be made on the basis
of a'Mark-Houwink-Kuhn-Sakurada' relation (30):
: Pv{os*-",/M-ooo-J
(szo,.Luco-"J(sr0,w)monoma
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Similar relations exist for the intrinsic viscosity, translational diffrsion
coefficient, and radius of gSnation.The magnitude ofthe b coefficient inF;Ell;,tiut
17 dependsupon molecular shape:values are - 0.67 for spheres,- 0.15 for rods,
and - 0.4-0.5 for coils. hr practice the sphere value of 0.67 is usually assumed
for globular proteins, together with the further aszumption that the conformation of oligomer and monomer are essentially similar. These unzubstantiated
assumptions mean that sedimentation velocity studies alone cannot provide
unequivocal estimates of interaction stoichiometries, which therefore require
confirmation by procedures such as sedimentation equilibrium.

3.8 Sedimentation
velocityfingerprinting
For very large protein-biomolecular complexes the sedimentation rates are too
fast for measurement even at the lowest practical operating speeds of an
analytical ultracentrifuge (1000 rev/min): in such casesreaction products do not
remain in solution. A technique known as sedimentation velocity fingerprinting
can be used whereby the depletion ofreactant concentrations is used to assess
the concentration of complex(es) removed from the solution by centrifugation
(31).

4 Sedimentationvelocity analysis of the shape of a
molecularcomplex
Once the sedimentation coefficient, sozo.-,of the product (and/or the reactants)
has been established,the gross conformation or'shape' ofthe reaction product
can then be examined (29,32-34), so long as the molecular mass, M, of the product is known, for example, from sedimentation equilibrium. I(nowledge ofso2s.*
and Mpermits the eyaluation of the translational frictional ratioffi, the ratio of
the translational frictional coefficient of the particle to that for a spherical
particle of the same mass and anhydrous volume, from the relationship:
flf,:

Mr$ - vap2q,*)/[N6rtzo.,fozo.*{3M6v,qi4nN}1/3]

I18l

where N is Avogadro's number, i^ is the partial specific volume of the solute
particle. This translational frictional ratio reflects the shape (represented by the
parameter P) and state of hydration (6) of the particle in accordance with the
expression:
flf":

P(1+ D/v6p2e-)1/3

t19l

From a practical viewpoint the hydration parameter 6 (sometimes denoted as w)
is a very difficult parameter to measure with any precision, but can be estimated
from the amino acid and carbohydrate content (see Protocol1). Values between
0.25 and 0.5 are popularly quoted for this parameter for proteins. FromEquation
19 the shape parameter P, known either as the Perrin parameter or the frictional ratio due to shape, can be evaluated from the experimentally determined
flfi and a selected value of D. In practice, a range of plausible values of 5 is
chosen. Altematively, 6 can be eliminated by combination of f/f with other
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hydrodynamic measurements such as the intrinsic viscosity, ["r]. The Graldn
coefficient k", (35) and the ratio ke/[1]are also highly useful in this regard (36).
P is utilized in one of two ways:
(a) Direct evaluation of molecular shape.
(b) Selecting a plausible structure which best agrees with the data.
Some workers relate soro.*and Doro.*directly with shape: we find this route can
lead to confusion, especially in regard to the roles of volume and hydration:
obtaining shape via the Perrin factor P is recommended.

4.1 Directevaluationof molecularshape
The axial ratio (a/b)-the ratio of the long to small axis-of the equivalent
ellipsoid of revolution (prolate or oblate) can be evaluated using the routine
ELIIPS1(32). ELLIPS1also allows the evaluation of ap from the complete range of
other hydrodynamic measurements. An ellipsoid of revolution has the constraint oftwo equal axes: a prolate ellipsoid has two equal shorter axes and one
longer axis, whereas an oblate ellipsoid has two equal long axes and one shorter
axis. A survey of crystd structures has shown the prolate case to be the more
appropriate although the distinction can be arbitrary. An alternative repre
sentation removes the requirement for two equal axes, but such action requires
a more complicated approach using combination of shape functions. An easier
alternative is to predict the P (and hence flJi, soro,*)for a given sftrcture and
select the stmcture which best agrees with the data.

4.2 Selectinga plausiblestructurewhichbestagreeswith
the data
For a given triaxial shape (with semi-axial dimensions a > b > c) P (and hence
/fo soro,.)together with a comprehensive set of other hydrodynamic shape functions can be evaluated using the routine ELLIPS?(32). The sedimentation and
other hydrodynamic properties ofdifferent structures ofdifferent axial ratios
(a/b, b/c) can then be compared directly. To assist this, the (a/b, b/c) ratios from
a crystal strudurc can be first evaluated using ellipsoid fitting to crystal coordinates using the routine EIUPSE(37).
Many stmctures however cannot be represented by ellipsoidal shapes-even
general tdaxial ellipsoids. The classical example is the antibody molecule. For
arbitrary-shaped particles, the stmcture is represented by a number of spherical
beads. From user specified coordinates the hydrodynamic properties for the
composite sfftrcture can be calculated: the most advanced routine for doing this
is currently SOIPRO(33, 38, 39). Unlike those for ellipsoids the hydrodynamic
relations for bead constmcts are not exact, but tJ:ey are generally a good
approximation. In practice, modelling the surface as a structure with an array of
'bead-shell'or just'shell' modelling) appearsto be the most success
beads(called
'filling models'where both the surface and interior structure are
fuI, although
represented by a series of small beads can give results seriously in error:
90
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unfortunately this means that approaches that have been presented based on
representing the complete set of atoms from a crystal structure with corresponding beadsshould be avoided. The potential user is recommended to consult
a recent work by Carrasco (40).

5 Sedimentationvelocity studies of liglandbinding
Having completed the general treafinent of tfie sedimentation velocity variant
of analytical ultracentrifugation for the study of equilibria, we now turn to the
specific problem of quantifying an acceptor-ligand interaction by sedimentation
velocity. In that regard there are two situations that can be practically considered: that in which the acceptor is macromolecular (or particulate) and the
ligand is small: and that in which both reactants are macromolecular.

5.1 Interactionsof a (protein)acceptor with a small ligand
Provided that the binding of ligand is without effect on the sedimentation cc
efficient of the acceptor (sasi : sJ, the free concentration of ligand in an
acceptor-ligand mixture is readily determined by sedimentation velocity. In the
illustrative application ofFigure 5b, the absorption optical system has been used
to monitor the sedimentation velocity behayiour of a mixture of methyl orange
(B) and bovine serum albumin (A) (41).At the speed of the experiment (59 780
r.p.m.) acceptor and acceptor-Iigand complexes co-migrate with the sedimentation coefficient of albumin (a. S) but there is effectively no sedimentation of
methyl orange (ss : 0.2S). Consequently, the sedimentation velocity pattern
reflecting the ligand constituent is biphasic, with a sedimenting boundary sep
arating the plateau of original composition (ct-phase)from a region comprising
pure methyl orange (B-phase). The comigration of A and all AB1 complexes
ensures the absence of any redistribution of methyl orange as the result of
migration of the acceptor constituent; and hence allows Cspto be identified with
Cso, the ftee malar conrcntration of ligand in the mixture if the 'rectangular
approximation' is made (42,431.As noted by Steinberg and Schachman(41),this
conclusion requires slight modification in sedimentation velocity because of
non<ompliance with assumed migration in a rectangular cell under the
influence of a homogeneous field. Sedimentation in a sector-shaped cell leads to
radial dilution that decreasesslightly the values ofCsp, CB",eB", and C^" from
those that would have applied to a mixture with the loaded composition. However, in view of the uncertainty surrounding the assumed identity of sedimentation coefficients for acceptor and all acceptor-ligand complexes, results are
usually interpreted on the basis of the identification of CrFwith the free ligand
concentration in a mixture with the composition that was subjected to sedimentation velocity. Inasmuch as the sole objective of the ultracentrifugation is
to generate an acceptor-free region for measurement of the ligand concentration,
the experiments may also be performed in a preparative centrifuge (4448L
In situations where B is a small ligand such as a metal ion or a coenzyme, the
9l
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estimate of Cr" is combined with the values of C^' and Cs" to generate the
binding function u:
,: (en" - Cs")/C^"
[20]
the dependence of which upon Cs" is interpreted in terms of the conventional
binding equation:
y = pkr6Cs"l(7+ kABCB")
[211
where k* denotes the intrinsic binding constant for the interaction with p
equivalent and independent sites on the acceptor (49).

5.2 lnteractionsof an acceptorwith a macromolecular
ligand
For the interaction between an acceptor and a macromolecular ligand the sedimentation coefficient of the complex is likely to be greater than that of either
reactanl Under tl.ose circumstances (sAB> sa ) snfor a system with 1:1 complex
formation) a reaction boundary and a boundary corresponding to a pure reactant are generated in a sedimentation velocity experiment (a2, 50)-a feature
illustrated in Figure 5 for t}re electrostatic interaction between ovalburnin (A)
and lysozyme (B) at neutral pH and low ionic suength (43). Schlieren patterns
for the individual reactants are presented in Figures 6a and 6b, whereas Figure6c
refers to a mixture of lysozyme and ovalbumin in 1.5:1 molar ratio. A reaction
boundary (s = 4.2S) and a lysoryme boundary (s : 2.3S)are clead evident. However, only a single boundary is observed for a mixture with ovalbumin in molar
excess (Figwe6d)-a reflection of incomplete resolution between a pure reactant
phase (now ovalbumin) and the reaction boundary.
Even in situations where the sedimentation velocity pattern reflecting an
acceptor-ligand interaction exhibits resolution ofa pure reactant boundary (as
in Rgure 6c), the important point to note is that the ligand concentration in
the puresolute phase (say Csp)does not equal its concentration (Cs1 in the

(b)

(c)

3.5
2.4

4.2

Flglurc6 Schlierenpattems obtained in a study of the interactionbetweenovalbuminand
lysozyme,pH 6.8, I : O.O2,by sedimentationvelocity(59 780 r.p.m., 20 "C). (a) Lysozyme
(0.28 mM). (b) Ovalbumin(O.14 mM). (c) Mixtureof lysozyme(0.21 mM) and ovalbumin
(0.13 mM). (d) Mixture of lysozyme(0.14 mM) and ovalbumin(0.16 mM). Data are taken
from ref. 43.
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equilibrium mixture for a system with ss ) s6 ) ss. However, considerations of
mass conservation (50-52) show that the free concentration of the other
reactant, C6", may be determined from the expression:
- sn)
C^" = [e^i(se- h)- Cs"(s'- ss)+ CrFls'- ss)]/(sa

I22l

where s6, the average sedimentation coefficient of acceptor constituent, and s',
the sedimentation coefficient of the boundary of ligand constituent within the
reaction boundary, must both be taken as fp, the sedimentation coefficient of
the reaction boundary. A value of 3 x 104M-l for Kasis obtained (43) by combining the value of C1oemanating from the application of Eqntiur22 to the rezults
from kgure 5c with the expression for the association equilibrium constant,
namely:
: (ef - Cal/[Cf (er" - Co. + Ca")l
Kes = CA3"/(Ca"CB")
[23]
br keeping with sedimentation velocity studies of acceptor interactions with
'rectangular approximation' is inherent in Eqrntion 22, as is
small ligands, the
neglect of t}te composition dependence of the sedimentation coefficients of
individual species (sa,sg).These problems also pervade the characterization of
acceptor-ligand interactions by an alternative sedimentation velocity procedure
-interpretation of the constituent sedimentation coefficients 5a and 5s.
Inasmuch as the constituent sedimentation coefficients of the two solute
components in an acceptor-ligand system undergoing 1:1 complex formation
are given by:
3^=(saCa"+s$CAB"yeA"

l24al

5s : (ssCs"+ sABCAB")/CB.

I24bl

it follows that 36 is a function of mixture composition provided that acceptorligand complex migrates faster than A (sAB> sf. For the ligand constituent the
corresponding proviso that sns > ss always pertains, and hence 3s invariably
shows a progressive increase for mixtures with increasing constituent concentration of one reactant but fixed constituent concentration of the other. Elimination of Cns"from Equations 24a and 24b on the grounds that C^"o : (ef - Cf)
= (es" - Cu1 for an interaction confined to 1:1 stoichiometry leads to the
following expressions for the concentration of free reactant.
Ca" : ef 6As - sJ(sAB - sJ
Cs" : ds" (sar - ss)/(s^"- st)

[25a]
[25b1

The value of s; (where i = A or B) may be determined by application of the basic
transport equation:

ii : -(U2o2r)t"I{z[:: r er,r)dr)lVpzef] + 1r,2lrn2)l

lz'l

to a sedimentation velocity distribution recorded at effective time t after attainment of angular velocity ro (a0). ln EEtahon 26 the integration covers radial
distances from the air-liquid meniscus r" to a position rn in the a-plateau region
beyond the ctp reaction boundary; and eio denotes the total concentration of
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FtEure7 Useof constituentsedimentation
coefficients
for the characterization
of an
(a) Determination
acceptor-ligand
interaction.
of ss bythe application
ot Equation7 to
distributions
for the ligandconstituent
obtainedby subjecting
a mixtureof methylorange
(30 U.M)andbovineserumalbumin(a5 p.M)to sedimentation
at 59 780 r.p.m.and2O'Cfor
(b) Dependence
the indicatedtimes in a BeckmanmodelE ultracentrifuge.
of q upon
(3Op.M)of methylorange.
albuminconcentrations
in mbritures
witha fixedconcentration
Dataaretakenfromref.41.
component i in the loaded mixture. For the application of this expression C1o
and Q(r1may be replaced by the corresponding optical parameters (e.g. absorbance); and the product ro2tis recorded as part ofthe printout for each recorded
distribution in the XL-A and )0-I ultracentrifuges.
The measurement of3s by means of Equation26is illustrated inFigareTa,whictl.
refers to a sedimentation velocity experiment conducted at 58780 r.p.m. on a
mixture of bovine serum albumin (a5 pM) and methyl omnge (30 pM): a value of
2.4Sfor is is obtained from the slope (a1).Although the values of5s obtained with
the same methyl orange concentration and a range of alburnin concentrations
exhibit the predicted increase with increasing ea" (Figure7b), their quantitative
interpretation by the above procedure is precluded by nonconformity with the
assumed1:1 stoichiometry of the acceptor-ligand interaction.

5.3 Sedimentation
velocitystudiesof weakinteractions
For weak interactions t}le negative dependence of sedimentation coefficient upon
solute concentration needs to be taken into accounl To that end a procedure
called &{-PIOT has been developed around t}re general concentration dependence expressions (Equations 15 and 15) to allow simulation of a dependence of s
(the weight-average sedimentation coefficient) upon total solute concentration
that can be compared with its experimental counter?arL This procedure is de.
signed primarily for the characterization of solute self-association, but can also
be used for studies of the interaction between reactants with identical sedimentation coefficients. For a monomer-dimer svstem the statement of mass
consenration:
E:
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is a quadratic"0""o""-*":T;:;T
,, * 8c-/(&M1))1/zy4

[28]

which allows the monomer concentration, cr, and dimer concentration, cz : - cr, to be calculated for any specified magnitude of the dissociation constant I(a.
Combination of these values of c1and c2with the magnitudes of the corresponding sedimentation coefficients (s.tand s2)calculated from Equations15 and 16 on
the basis that f is the appropriate concentration then allows estimation of the
uflizes Equations 15,
dependenceof s (EryationZ4)upon i-.The prognm SA-PLOT
76, 24, and 28 to compute s as a function of i for an assigned value of the dissociation constant, which is then refined iteratively on the basis of minimizing
the sums of squares of residuals between experimental data and the simulated
dependencies for designated & values. As noted above, the SA-PIOTprogmm
can also to be applied to a 1:1 interaction between different Proteins (53), pro
vided that their molecular masses and hence sedimentation coefficients are
within 10-15%of each other (Figure8).

for
5.4 Theshapeof sedimentingboundaries
acceptor-ligandsystems
Thus far we have presented characterizations of an accePtor-ligand interaction
on the basis of the size of the reactant boundary (Csp)and the composition dependence of the magnitude of constituent sedimentation coefficients. Neither
of these procedures has taken advantage of the detailed form of the sedimenting boundary system, which is undoubtedty the most sEiking aspect of a
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Flglre 8 Concentrationdependenceof the sedimentationcoefficientfor a protein interacting
with a macromolecularligand (another protein):the cell adhesionmolecule CD42 with its
counter-receptorCD4€|.The two have similar molecularweights (- 28 5OO)and the
interactioncan be regardedas an effective 'monomer-dimer'system. Concentration
expressedin molar terms (with respect to monomer).The (weightaverage)sedimentation
coefncientdata points (.) are modelled iterativelyto Equations15, 16, 24, and 28 {with lq
(monomer)set as 5 ml/g; ks (dimer) as 8.5 mllg) for values of the dissociationconstant lq
From ref. 53 and reproducedcourtesy
in the ranges&120 p,M using the software SA-PLOT.
of Springer-Verlag.
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sedimentation velocity distribution. These boundary forms are more distinctive
when plotted in derivative format (dc/dr versus r)-the distribution recorded by
the schlieren optical system that has been omitted from the culrent generation
of analytical ultracentrifuges. However, a procedure has been devised (54-56)
whereby the equivalent shape of the derivative distribution is extracted from
the optically recorded integral distribution (concentration or absorbance as a
function of radial distance).
Results from application of the g(s) procedure to sedimentation velocity distributions for an acceptor-ligand system are PresentedrnFigure 9, which refers
to the interaction between diphtheria toxin and an elicited monoclonal antibody
(55). Studies at neutral pH were used to establish the forms of the normelized
derivative distributions, g(s') versus s*, for tfie toxin (B) alone, the antibody (A),
and the AB2 complex (frgure 9al.Adjustrnent of a solution ofAB2 complex to pH 5
causes the complex to undergo dissociation in a manner such that the distribution remains essentially unimodal despite the coexistence of species with
molecular massesof 265,150, and 58 kDa (Figwe 9b).Such behaviour is typical
of a system in rapid association equilibrium, for which the major indicator of
dissociation is the observation that dilution leads to a progressive decrease in
the value of s* at the peak of the distribution. Clearly, there is far more Potential
information to be gained from the shapes of these patterns than simply the
value of a constituent sedimentation coefficient, s-(or 5.).
What is really required is an analytical solution to the differential equation
describing mass migration in a sedimentation velocity experiment-the Iamm
equation-which for a single non-interacting solute is $venby Eqtntion 8. However, that problem is seemingly intractable. Our understanding of the shapes of
sedimentation velocity patterns has therefore stemmed from the pioneering
studies of Gilbert (42, 571,who established the forms of such distributions by
obtaining analytical solutions to the differential equations describing diffirsiono.12
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Flgure 9 Use of the g(s*) anatysis(13) to deduce the equivalentof schlieren pattems from
integral sedimentationvelocitydistributionsfor a system comprisingthe interactionof
diphtheriatoxin (B) with biospecificmonoclonalantibody(A). (a) g(s*Fs* distributionsfor the
two separate reactants and for the stable AB2complex at neutral pH. (b) Conesponding
pa$erns deducedfrom integraldistributions for the indicatedconcenttationsof complexat
pH 5.0. Data are taken from ref. 56.
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free migration. Despite the passage of nearly four decades, those publications
and another that tackled the same problem in a different manner (S0, 53) are
pivotal to our understanding of the effects of chemical reequilibration in sedimentation velocity experiments. Indeed, use has already been made of those
findings to characterize systems with sas : sa ) ss (Figured) and sas ) sa ) ss
(Figure91.
From the viewpoint of comparing experimental patterns with such predicted
behaviour, the absence of diffirsional effects in the latter has been a large impediment to the exercise. Figures10a and 10bdepict the theoretical diftrsion-free
behaviour that led to the interpretation of sedimentation velocity patterns for
the ovalbumin-lysozyme system (kgures 5c and 5d). In that regard the failure to
observe an ovalbumin (A) boundary (Figure6d)under conditions comparable with
tlose pertaining in Figure 1lb has been explained on the grounds that diffusional spreading would have disguised the predicted resolution. Although such
rationalization is certainly reasonable, the inference would obviously benefit
from the generation of a predicted distribution that also takes into account the
effects of diffirsional spreading.
Boundary spreading due to the effects of diffirsion is now usually incorporated
into theoretical sedimentation velocity distributions by solving numerically the
lamm equation by the finite element treafinent of Claverie (59-61). To date the
major use of this approach has been to accommodate the effects of concentration-
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Figure 10 lllustrativediffusiorrfree sedimentationvelocitypatterns for acceptor-ligand
interactionswith s1s ) Sn) Se.(a) Sedimentationvelocitydistributionsfor a mixture of
acceptorand ligand with ligand (B) in molar excess. (b) coresponding distributionfor a
mixturewith acceptor(A) in motar excess. ln each case the upper pattem is the integral
whereas the lower representsthe derivative(schlieren)pattern. Details of the manner in
which such patterns are deduced are to be found in refs 42, 5O, and 57.
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dependence of s and D for a single, non-interacting solute on migration and
boundary spreading. Use of the Claverie method to obtain the best-fit description
of the migration and boundary spreading in terms of Equation4and the corresponding equation for the translational diffitsion coefficient:
(D^)rg..: (DAo)20J1+ knc+ ..)

I29l

leads to unique identification of the molar mass by combining the estimates of
(52-55).
(sao)zo.*
and (Dao)26,*
Application of the technique to a system undergoing chemical reequilibration
entails alternating rounds of simulated tmnsport and chemical reaction-the
procedure introduced by Cann and Goad (66) to modify the values of the sedimentation and difttsion coefficients (now si and Dj for solution of the lamm
equation by the finite difference method. Details of the finite element and finite
difference approaches are reviewed by Cox and Dale (67), who discuss t}re
potential of the Claverie method for simulating the sedimentation velocity
behaviour of chemically reacting systems involving solute selFassociation as
well as interactions between dissimilar reactants. This approach is now being
actively pursued in the realm of solute self-association (62, 63) and also interactions between two solute comPonents (68, 59).
Despite its sophistication and ability to generate sedimentation velocity
patterns with a grcater sense of experimental realism, this numerical solution
of the Lamm equation is not necessarily providing an accurate description of
the sedimentation behaviour of an interacting system. A major limitation is
likely to be inadequacy of the expressions (the counterparts of EEtotions4 and
29) invoked to describe the composition dependence ofs and D for the individual
species. In that regard the necessity to assign magnitudes to sedimentation coefficients (sf) for any postulated complex speciesAB1has already been adfuessed
in discussing the use of constituent sedimentation coefficients for characterizing interactions. There is also a problem with specifying the forms of the
composition dependence of s and D arising from non-chemical interactions
between species, tlere being no theoretical justification for the commonly used
substitution oftotal solute concentration f for c inEquations4 arlLd29.Furthermore, in view of the number of parameters requiring evaluation by curvefltting,
the method is unlikely to become a major contender for deducing the stoichiomety and strength of acceptor-ligand interactions. Nevertheless, it has considerable potential for testing further the adequacy of a quantitative description of
an acceptor-ligand interaction that has been obtained by other means.

6 The study of ligand-mediatedconformational

changes
Elucidation of the mechanism responsible for the allosteric hhaviour of enrymes
has inevitably posed a problem because of the need to distinguish between
models based on preexistence (70) and ligand-induction (71) of the enzyme
isomerization. Sedimentation velocity provides a powerfirl means of detecting
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the change in enzyme shape; and, in favourable circumstances, the means of
distinguishing between pre-existing and ligand-induced isomerization of the
acceptor.
Difference sedimentation velocity (72,731was introduced over 30 years ago
as a means of quantifying ligand-mediated conformational changes in enzgnes
in terms of differences in hydrodynamic volume (74). Such changes were quantified initially on the basis of the difference between values of the sedimentation
coefficients obtained from simultaneous velocity runs on enz5rme solutions
with and without ligand. However, more recent studies (75-77) have employed
the expression (75):
d(ln r- - ln r*)/dt = r2(s- - s*)

[30]

where r- and r* are the respective radial positions of the boundaries in the ligandfree and ligandcontaining solutions after centrifugation at angular velocity r,r
for time t Provided that the optical records for both solutions are recorded
simultaneously, the difference in sedimentation coefficients is obtained from
tlre slope of the dependenceof (tn r- - ln r*) upon t.
Because the design of the Beckman XL-A and XL{ ultracentrifuges precludes
the simultaneous recording of solute distributions in two cells, the two distributions being compared must be recorded sequentially. Provided that the time
increment between the recording of the distributions in the two cells is constarfi, Equatiur30 with t taken as the time for the first of the paired distributions,
continues to provide an exact description of the difference in sedimentation co.
efficients. Although the fluctuation of the time increment by 3-4% about a
mean in the )C-A ultracentrifuge is at variance with this proviso, the random
error associated with boundary location is likely to render insignificant the
relatively minor departure from the predictions of Eqrntion 28; and accordingly
difference sedimentation velocity studies can be pursued with confidence in the
current (aswell as older) generation of analytical ultracentrifuges (78). We illustrate the potential of difference sedimentation velocity for the detection and
quantification of the small changes in sedimentation coefficient of rabbit muscle
pyruvate kinase in the presence of phenylalanine, an allosteric inhibitor of the
en4.me.
Deterrnination of sedimentation coefficients from the two separate time
dependencies of the logarithm of radial distance migrated is presented inFigure
11a, which signifies a slightly faster migration rate for enz5rme alone than for
enz5.me in the presence of a saturating concentration (5 mM) of phenylalanine.
Although the independent estimates of 9.5 (-F 0.3) and 9.2 (-t 9.2;5 for pymvate
kinase in the absence and presence of phenylalanine indicate a probable difference of 0.3S between the sedimentation coefficients of enzyme and enzymeinhibitor complex, the result, 0.3 (* 0.5)Sis clearly equivocal. On the other hand,
the difference plot of results according to EEtation 30 is far more definitive
in that regard (Figure11b)inasmuch as linear regression analysis yields a slope,
As : (s- - s*), of 0.31 (-f 0.08)5(78).Earlier results (77)for the dependenceof the
sedimentation coefficient difference upon phenylalanine concentration are
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summarized (e) in Figure11c.A corresponding comparison of sedimentation co
efficients for pynrvate kinase in the absenceand presence of phosphoenolpynrvate
(1 mM) yielded a value of -0.03 (t 0.01)5for As, which signifies the likelihood
that the sedimentation coeffi.cient of 9.5S for enzyme alone is the weightaverage for an equilibrium mixture of species with sedimentation coefficients
of 9.47 and 9.815. In that regard the consequentisomerization constant of 0.09
so determined matches the value deduced (79) by analysis of enzyme kinetic
data in terms of the Monod model.
The question of the preexistence or ligand-induction of the conformational
change in the enryme giving rise to the sedimentation coefficient difference
can be addressed further by taking adwntage of thermodynamic non-ideality
aristng from the crowding effect of a high concentration of an inert cesolute.
Entropic considerations dictate that a crowded environment should displace any
enzyme isomeric equilibrium in favour of the smaller isomer-a phenomenon
illustrated in Figure 77c by the diminished magnitudes of As observed in the
presenceof 0.1 M sucrose(r).
To test whether tle difference sedimentation velocity result obtained with
phosphoenolpymvate reflected perturbation of a preexisting isomerization in
favour of the smaller enz5rme state, the experiment was repeated in buffer sup
plemented with 0.1 M sucrose (77).T\e lack of an effect of phosphenolpymvate
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on this occasion,Aszo.*: -0.003 (l 0.005)5,indicates that a high concentration
of inert cosolute can also bring about the change in sedimentation coefficient
effected by substrate. Such displacement of an isomerization equilibrium in the
absence of substrate (ligand) establishes its preexistence; and hence justifies
consideration of the rabbit muscle pynrvate kinase s)'stem in terrns of the
Monod model of allostery.
This experimental illustration of the use of an inert cosolute for detecting
protein isomerizations demonstates the potential of thermodynamic non-ideality
as a means of probing such phenomena. Indeed, the above combination of
difference sedimentation velocity and molecular crowding effects has been used
subsequently to establish that the conformational change undergone by yeast
hexokinase as the rezult of glucose binding also reflects preferential interaction
of zubstrate with an equilibrium mixture of isomeric enzJrmestates (78). Determining the nature of an isomerization (preexisting or ligand-induced) had
previously been a seemingly intractable problem to which there was no
unequivocal solution: but now there is one.

7 Goncludingremarks
Sedimentation velocity is frequently the method by which a reversible macromoleanlar interaction is detected during routine monitoring of the purification
and properties of a protein or enzyme. The existence of solute self-association or
reversible interaction between dissimilar reactants gives rise to distinctive
sedimentation velocitybehaviour, which maybe used not only as a diagnostic of
species interconversion but :lso as a means of obtaining a pretminary characterization of the interaction. Indeed, sedimentation velocity has proven the
method of choice for examining the effects of small ligands on t}re interconversion between the two isomeric states of allosteric enz5ures.
Absolute characterization of the equilibrium constant and reaction stoichio
meby for an interaction involving a change in molecular mass is precluded by
the dependence of the sedimentation coefficient upon the shape as well as size
of the resulting complex species-a situation that necessitatesresort to a model
of any putative complex species in order to specify the magnitude of its sedimentation coefficient However, the preliminary characterization afforded by
the ana$sis of sedimentation velocity behaviour can be used to advantage in
the design of subsequent sedimentation equilibrium studies. The latter have the
potential to afford a more definitive characterization of the interaction because
the molecular mass of any postulated complex species may be assigned unequivocally from those of the reactants and the specified stoichiometry. Such
characterization of macromolecular interactions by sedimentation equilibrium
is discussedin the next chapter.
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